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A comprehensive study is reported entailing a comparison of Li, Na, K, Mg, and Ca based electrolytes and an investigation of the
reliability of electrochemical tests using half-cells. Ionic conductivity, viscosity, and Raman spectroscopy results point to the cationsolvent interaction to follow the polarizing power of the cations, i.e. Mg2+ > Ca2+ > Li+ > Na+ > K+ and to divalent cation based
electrolytes having stronger tendency to form ion pairs – lowering the cation accessibility and mobility. Both increased temperature
and the use of anions with delocalized negative charge, such as TFSI, are effective in mitigating this issue. Another factor impeding
the divalent cations mobility is the larger solvation shells, as compared to those of monovalent cations, that in conjunction with
stronger solvent - cation interactions contribute to slower charge transfer and ultimately a large impedance of Mg and Ca electrodes.
An important consequence is the non-reliability of the pseudo-reference electrodes as these present both significant potential shifts
as well as unstable behaviors. Finally, experimental protocols in order to achieve consistent results when using half-cell set-ups are
proposed.
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Although the lithium-ion battery is currently being considered as
the most promising technology for electric vehicle propulsion, the development of alternative and complementary battery chemistries and
technologies is of great importance, especially aiming at large-scale
applications, i.e. the grid for which the cost in $/kWh and sustainability are crucial indicators. Indeed, the implementation of lithium
based technology at large scale faces a significant challenge, since
the controversial debates on lithium availability and cost cannot be
overlooked. Amongst several chemistries possible the most appealing alternatives involve the use of sodium (Na), magnesium (Mg) or
calcium (Ca) for mainly two reasons. The prime is the abundance
of the raw materials, i.e. Na, Mg, and Ca being the 6th , 8th , and 5th
most abundant elements in the Earth’s crust, vs. 25th for Li, making
them 20 to 50 times cheaper than Li, e.g. $5000/ton, $135–165/ton,
$265/ton, and $100/ton for Li2 CO3 , Na2 CO3 , MgO2 , and CaCO3 ,1
respectively. Performance wise, the low cost alternatives of Na, Mg,
and Ca technologies would also benefit from high standard reduction
potentials, ca. −2.71, −2.37, and −2.87 V vs. SHE for Na, Mg, and
Ca, respectively, as compared to −3.04 V for Li, and large theoretical
electrochemical capacities, both gravimetric and volumetric, for the
metal electrodes (Fig. 1).
Sodium metal anodes are already used in the liquid state (m.p.
∼97◦ C) in the Na/S technology2 and room-temperature Na-ion technology is currently intensively investigated with hundreds of papers
appearing per year, with progress being summarized in several review
papers amongst which3–5 are the most recent. For Mg and Ca metal
anodes, the situation is radically different. For the Mg battery technology, proof-of-concept was achieved as late as in 2000,6 although
its practical development has been hampered by some fundamental
challenges that are gradually being overcome.7–9 For Ca, the viability
of metal electrodeposition has only recently been achieved10 and a
few studies on possible cathode materials have started to appear in
2015–201611–19 being to the best of our knowledge the exhaustive list.
Since the Mg and Ca cations are divalent, the amount of ions that
must react in order to achieve a certain electrochemical capacity is
half compared to the monovalent Li+ and Na+ .
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For all battery chemistries, a reliable electrochemical set-up is essential to evaluate basic properties, especially at the development stage
of new electrodes and electrolytes, such as capacity and safe operation
potential. Half-cell configurations with typically only two electrodes,
i.e. with metal electrode as both the counter (CE) and the reference
(RE) electrode, were commonly adopted for Li, Na, Mg cells, and
more recently also for Ca based cells. However, several requirements
need to be fulfilled in order to achieve reliable results for half-cell setups (Fig. 2). The main conditions for the CE are: i) high surface area
and/or high reaction kinetics in order to allow for complete reaction
at the working electrode (WE) and ii) the reaction occurring at the CE
should not affect/contaminate the system. For the RE the following
properties should hold: i) non-polarizable, i.e. a small residual current
(<50 pA) flowing should not affect the potential, ii) reliable and stable potential with time (ideally, reproducible to about one millivolt),
and iii) low impedance (< a few k). Although these conditions are,
at least satisfactorily, met in Li half-cells,20 recent studies point to
several issues associated with the use of Na metal CEs and REs.21–24
No extensive studies have been made in order to evaluate the reliability of Mg and Ca half-cell configurations. Undeniably, the poor

Figure 1. Theoretical gravimetric and volumetric capacities for different anodes: metals and Li-ion.
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Figure 2. Scheme of a half-cell configuration with the main properties required for reliable CEs and REs.

divalent cation mobility within the electrolyte is an important limiting
factor in Ca based cells, as reported in Ref. 10, but to the best of our
knowledge, there is currently no systematic investigation comparing
the transport properties of monovalent and divalent cations in electrolytes. In the present work, we have studied the physicochemical
properties of electrolytes based on monovalent (Li+ and Na+ ) and
divalent (Ca2+ and Mg2+ ) cation salts. The main parameters affecting
the half-cell electrochemical tests for Na, Mg and Ca are discussed
and compared against results for the corresponding Li systems.

Experimental
All electrolytes used consisted of either 0.1 M or 1 M of Li, Na, Mg,
and Ca salts, with anions of ClO4 − or TFSI, [(CF3 SO2 )N]− , in a 50:50
wt% mixture of propylene carbonate (PC, Aldrich, anhydrous 99.7%)
and ethylene carbonate (EC, Aldrich, anhydrous 99.0%). The solvents
were stored in an argon filled glove box and were used as received.
The salts were vacuum dried at moderate temperatures prior to usage.
The water content in the electrolytes was measured by Karl-Fisher
titration and found to be lower than 30 ppm in all cases.
These electrolytes were chosen as EC and PC benefit from large
thermal stability windows, between ca. −90 and 240◦ C,25 which
makes them suitable for tests in a wide range of temperatures. Besides, the high dielectric constants and donor numbers of EC and PC
favor salts dissociation and thus create excellent model electrolytes
for comparing the influence of different cations.
The ionic conductivities of the electrolytes were measured with
an MCM 10 Multiplexed Conductivity Meter (BioLogic) over a wide
range of temperatures. The viscosities of the electrolytes were measured with a RheoStress RS600 Rheometer (HAAKE) at 25, 50, and
75◦ C.
Raman spectroscopy was performed on 1 mL of each electrolyte
sample placed in a cylindrical cuvette, sealed with paraffin tape inside
an argon filled glove-box, at 20, 40, and 80◦ C as controlled by a Peltier
element. All measurements were made using a Bruker MultiRAM FTRaman spectrometer with a nitrogen-cooled germanium detector and a
resolution of 2 cm−1 . In order to optimize the signal-to-noise ratio and
avoid luminescence, a Nd-YAG (1064 nm) laser was used as excitation
source at an operating power of 500 mW and the spectra were averaged over 1000 scans. For a few selected electrolytes band-fitting and
deconvolution were made in order to analyze in detail the cation coor-

dination. Each band used for analysis was fitted using Voigt functions
and two models were elaborated upon by considering the position, the
width, and the mix of Gaussian and Lorentzian band-shape contributions (successively fixed). EC, NaEC, LiEC, KEC, MgEC and CaEC
structures were constructed and optimized at the B3LYP/6-311+G∗
level of theory. All structures were verified to be minima from their
Hessians. The frequencies and Raman activities were then calculated.
All calculations were made using Gaussian 09.26
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) and cyclic voltammetry (CV) were performed in two- and three-electrode Swagelok
cells, respectively. Lithium (foil from Chemetal), sodium (Aldrich,
99.95%), magnesium (Aldrich, >99.5%), and calcium (Alfa Aesar,
99.5%) metal electrodes were used as CE and RE. Impedance measurements were done under potentiostatic control (PEIS) by applying
perturbation amplitudes of 10 mV with frequencies ranging from 20
kHz to 10 mHz. PEIS measurements were performed after 2 h open
circuit potential (OCP). The use of symmetric cells with well aligned
electrodes constitutes the most reliable experimental setup27 allowing
to minimize possible impedance distortion associated with geometrical misalignment or electrical asymmetry. All electrochemical tests
were performed using a Bio-Logic MPG2 potentiostat and twin cells
were assembled in order to ensure reproducibility of results.

Results and Discussion
Physico-chemical properties of electrolytes.—Conductivity and
viscosity.—The ionic conductivities of the 0.1 M electrolytes containing LiClO4 , NaClO4 , Mg(ClO4 )2 , or Ca(ClO4 )2 in EC0.5 :PC0.5 ,
between −10 and 120◦ C, are directly proportional to the amount of
free charge carriers in the solution (Fig. 3). The 0.1 M Mg and Ca
based electrolytes exhibit about twice higher ionic conductivities, e.g.
3.6 and 3.4 mS/cm at 25◦ C, respectively, than the Li and Na based,
e.g. 1.7 and 1.5 mS/cm at 25◦ C, respectively. At these, for battery
purposes, rather low concentrations almost total salt dissociation is
expected, and the difference in conductivities between monovalent
and divalent cation based electrolytes might simply be explained by
the differences in the moles of charge carriers created combined with
the total unit charges.
For the 1 M electrolytes a completely different trend can be observed; indeed the Li and Na based electrolytes yield the higher
conductivities at 6.3 and 6.9 mS/cm at 25◦ C, respectively, while for
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Figure 3. Arrhenius plot of the electrolyte ionic conductivities.

Mg and Ca ca. 1.9 and 2.8 mS/cm at 25◦ C are achieved (Fig. 3b).
Given the tenfold increase in salt concentration from 0.1 to 1 M, the
ionic conductivities do not increase in a similar fashion indicating a
lower amount of free charge carriers and/or decreased ion mobility.
This effect is stronger for the divalent cation based electrolytes, where
the ion conductivity even decreases from 0.1 M to 1 M. As expected,
due to the higher polarizing power of Mg2+ when compared with
Ca2+ , the tendency is more obvious for the Mg based electrolytes and
in agreement with the overall lower conductivities of the Mg based
electrolytes as compared to the Ca analogues (Fig. 3b), a difference
enhanced at low temperatures, but almost disappearing at 100◦ C. Indeed, at −10◦ C the 1 M electrolyte ionic conductivities are ca. 1.2
and 2.1 mS/cm, respectively, while at 100◦ C both have conductivities
of ca. 12.6 mS/cm.
In order to study the influence, if any, of the anion, similar experiments were carried out using LiTFSI, NaTFSI, Mg(TFSI)2 and
Ca(TFSI)2 salt based electrolytes. For 0.1 M the conductivities are
comparable, though slightly lower (not shown), and the same is true
for 1 M Li and Na (Fig. 3c). However, the 1 M studies show the
Mg(TFSI)2 and Ca(TFSI)2 based electrolytes to apparently be slightly
less affected by ion pair formation and/or low ion mobility. These differences are only observable at low temperatures with 1.9 and 3.4
mS/cm at −10◦ C, respectively for Mg(TFSI)2 and Ca(TFSI)2 , and
only 1.2 and 2.1 mS/cm for Mg(ClO4 )2 and Ca(ClO4 )2 . This is in
agreement with a more delocalized negative charge for TFSI and
therefore being less prone to ion pair formation.28
Different trends are observed for the viscosity of monovalent and
divalent cation based electrolytes. For the Li and Na based electrolytes,
viscosities of 1–3 cP are obtained for the 0.1 M and 1 M at 25, 50, and
75◦ C (Fig. 4), but for the Mg and Ca based electrolytes it fluctuates
with both concentration and temperature. As an example at 25◦ C the
0.1 M Mg(ClO4 )2 and Ca(ClO4 )2 based electrolytes have viscosities
of about 3 cP, while at the same temperature the 1 M electrolytes
exhibit about 95 and 70 cP, respectively. This confirms a significantly
lower ion mobility, which is inversely proportional to the viscosity, to
contribute to the lower ionic conductivities, possibly together with a
substantial degree of ion pair formation. With increasing temperature
the viscosities decrease to 20–25 cP at 50◦ C and below 10 cP at 75◦ C
for 1 M Mg and Ca based electrolytes.
Raman spectroscopy.—Raman spectroscopy was performed in order to obtain insight into the solvation shell composition for the monovalent and divalent cations and any possible influence on the cation
mobility. The spectra obtained for the TFSI based electrolytes all exhibit a band assignable to cation - EC species (“Cat-EC”) at about
900–910 cm−1 , shifted ca. 4–15 cm−1 from the main band at ca. 894
cm−1 assigned to the EC breathing mode (Figs. 5b, 5d, and 5f). The
shift increases in the order of increasing charge/radius ratio: K+ <
Na+ < Li+ < Ca2+ < Mg2+ , indicative of a progressively stronger

cation-solvent interaction, observed for both EC and EC0.5 :PC0.5 based
electrolytes.
For the 1 M EC and EC0.5 :PC0.5 electrolytes a strong broad feature
associated to the TFSI anion all breathing mode, an excellent probe
for ion-ion interactions, is present at 730–760 cm−1 (Figs. 5c and
5e),29,30 and deconvolution results in bands at 742 cm−1 (“free” TFSI)
and at 744–747 cm−1 corresponding to ion-ion interaction (“CatTFSI”) with the position dependent on the cation and most noticeable
for the 1 M Ca(TFSI)2 electrolyte, but also discernible for the 1 M
Mg(TFSI)2 electrolyte. This suggests that in 1 M divalent cation based
electrolytes ion pairs form, reducing the number of effective charge
carriers consistent with the significantly lower ionic conductivities
observed.
Overall the cations are preferentially solvated by EC and the analysis of the Raman spectra allow us to deduce the solvation numbers
(SNs) using calculated Raman activities (Table I) - with the exception
of 0.1 M KTFSI due to proximity of the two bands and hence the deconvolution uncertainty (Table II). In general, the 0.1 M electrolytes
present higher SNs than the 1 M electrolytes. Also, the SNs for the
divalent cations (Ca and Mg) based electrolytes are larger than for
the monovalent cation (Li, Na, and K) based electrolytes. The higher
SNs for 0.1 M can be explained by the larger anion/cation ratio or
anion availability allowing the formation of larger complexes. The

Figure 4. Viscosities of the 0.1 and 1 M MClO4 − based electrolytes at 25, 50
and 75◦ C.
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Figure 5. Raman spectra of the LiTFSI, NaTFSI, KTFSI, Ca(TFSI)2 , and Mg(TFSI)2 based electrolytes: (a) and (b) 0.1 M in EC; (c) and (d) 1 M in EC; (e) and
(f) 1 M in EC0.5 :PC0.5 ., at RT, 40, and 80◦ C in order to study the cation solvation shell variations.

Table I. Fitted location of pure EC and solvated EC bands with K,
Na, Li, Ca, and Mg, including Raman activities (R.A.).
νEC
Raman activities (R.A)
[amu Å−4 ]
13.7
Fitted band location
[cm−1 ]
894

νK-EC

νNa-EC

νLi-EC

νCa-EC

νMg-EC

19.4

18.3

18.3

18.5

19.3

897

900

904

906

908

Table II. Solvation numbers, determined by Raman spectroscopy
at RT, for 0.1 M and 1 M of KTFSI, LiTFSI, NaTFSI, Mg(TFSI)2
and Ca(TFSI)2 in EC and EC0.5 :PC0.5 electrolytes.
Cation

0.1 M salt in EC

1 M salt in EC

1 M salt in EC:PC

K+

/
5.2
5.5
6.7
6.1

2.2
3.2
2.9
5.3
4.6

1.2
2.9
2.1
3.3
2.7

Na+
Li+
Ca2+
Mg2+
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Figure 6. CVs (20 mV/s, 25◦ C) obtained in three-electrode Swagelok cells using (a) 0.1 M LiTFSI or (b) 0.1 M NaTFSI in EC0.5 :PC0.5 .

lower SNs for EC in EC0.5 :PC0.5 as compared to EC (Table II) is most
probably due to PC contributing to the solvation shell as well.
Modifying the temperature to 80◦ C slightly shifts every free EC
and free TFSI bands to lower wavenumber for about 2 cm−1 . It means
that the modification of the surrounding induced by the augmentation of temperature affects these modes and therefore less energy is
required for these bonds to vibrate. However, the temperature modification on solvated EC with any cation does not impact the band
location meaning that 80◦ C is not high enough to modify significantly
the solvation shell or the distance or/and bond strength between EC
and the cation.
The differences in the solvation shells and in the tendency of ion
pair formation are both in good agreement with the much higher viscosities and lower ionic conductivities for the 1 M Mg and Ca based
electrolytes and confirm the lower cation mobilities in the divalent
metal systems (Mg and Ca) as compared to the monovalent (Li and
Na), ultimately resulting in lower cation transference numbers affecting the electrochemical behavior. Li+ transference numbers of 0.2–0.4
are common31 and for Mg2+ they can be <0.1,32 and hence, with the
solvated cations less mobile than the anions, the mass transport within
the electrolyte can be considered a most crucial parameter for the
development of any divalent cation based battery technology.
Electrochemical behavior of metal electrodes.—Reliability of Li,
Na and Ca counter electrodes.—The electrochemical behavior of Li
and Na metal anodes with respect to reversibility and coulombic efficiency of metal plating and stripping were studied by means of CV
using stainless steel plungers as WEs and the 0.1 M TFSI based electrolytes (Fig. 6). The coulombic efficiency of the plating/stripping
process, defined as the ratio between the charge passed during plating (reduction) and stripping (oxidation), shows for the first cycle
to be higher for Li (ca. 60%) than for Na (ca. 40%). For the subsequent cycles, the electrochemical behavior of the metal anodes differs
substantially; for Li both the plating over-potential and coulombic
efficiency of plating/stripping stabilizes at ca. 80 mV and 75%, respectively, while the Na plating over-potential slowly increases upon
cycling and in addition a continuous shift toward negative potentials
of the whole voltammogram is observed. Indeed, even during the first
cycle the Na plating/stripping is not centered at 0 V vs. Na+ /Na, but
rather at ca. −50 mV vs. Na+ /Na. This initial potential shift increases
upon cycling and, eventually, no more Na plating can be observed for
the same lower cutoff potential – clearly pointing toward important
instabilities of the Na RE. This will be discussed in more detail in the
next section.
As expected, the coulombic efficiencies are dependent on the electrolyte salt concentration – decreasing with increased salt concentration, likely due to the enhanced current density which favors inhomogeneous metal growth (not shown). However, since CV is hardly
representative for battery cycling, symmetric Li//Li and Na//Na cells
were assembled and tested using galvanostatic cycling with potential

limitation (GCPL) at 0.05 mA/cm2 (Fig. 7). The end of life of the
Na//Na symmetric cell is reached after less than 50 h cycling. The
extremely low coulombic efficiency of the Na plating stripping is a
major drawback, and thus results obtained from long term cycling tests
using Na half-cells should be considered with care as extrapolation to
behavior in full cell can be significantly misleading.
Unfortunately, Ca plating does not occur under the conditions
tested so far using TFSI or ClO4 − based electrolytes and Mg plating
was not successful either. However, Ca plating has been reported
to be feasible in BF4 − based electrolytes.10 Using an electrolyte of
0.45 M Ca(BF4 )2 in EC0.5 :PC0.5 in order to be able to compare the
efficiency of the plating/stripping process to Li and Na, it appears to
be fairly reversible with a low voltage hysteresis between plating and
stripping and good coulombic efficiency after the first cycle (ranging
from ca. 40% to more than 85% depending on the lower cut off
voltage) (Fig. 8a). However, a significant potential shift is observed;
the plating/stripping process is centered at ca. −1 V vs. Ca metal
pseudo RE. In order to better understand this potential shift, a Li
metal pseudo RE was employed resulting in a plating and stripping
centered near 0 V vs. Li pseudo RE (Fig. 8b). However, the coulombic
efficiency is significantly lowered and the presence of two stripping
peaks at ca. 0.16 and 0.27 mV vs. Li pseudo RE is indicative of Li+
contamination of the electrolyte from the RE, further confirmed by an
increasing cathodic current upon cycling. Nonetheless, during the first
cycle Ca is plated and stripped at a potential very close to its standard
potential, i.e. −2.87 V vs. SHE or 0.17 V vs. Li+ /Li, allowing us to
conclude that the potential shift is not related to any electrolyte based
ohmic drop or poor reference electrode positioning associated with
the use of Swagelok cell, but is rather an intrinsic property of the Ca
pseudo RE. A significant ohmic drop would affect both the anodic
and cathodic currents in opposite direction, resulting in a separation

Figure 7. Charge/discharge curves (0.05 mA/cm2 ) of symmetric Li//Li and
Na//Na cells cycled at 25◦ C using 0.1 M LiTFSI or NaTFSI in EC0.5 :PC0.5 .
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Figure 8. CVs (0.1 mV/s) obtained in three-electrode Swagelok cells with 0.45 M Ca(BF4 )2 in EC0.5 :PC0.5 using (a) Ca or (b) Li RE.

of the reduction and oxidation peaks, but no such voltage hysteresis is
observed (Fig. 8a). While the exact reasons for the shift are far from
fully understood, processes that could contribute to it are discussed in
the next section.
Reliability of Li, Na, Mg, and Ca pseudo REs.—REs are crucial to
ensure the reliability of many electrochemical tests, but when employing non-aqueous electrolytes there is currently no consensus on appropriate REs, and hence different pseudo REs are being used, a situation
which is in stark contrast to aqueous electrolytes/solutions, where numerous excellent REs exist. A good pseudo RE should present the
following characteristics: non-polarizable, low impedance, reliability and reproducibility.33–35 These criteria could, in principle, be met
by using fast kinetics or high surface area two-phase systems.34,36
While several pseudo RE candidates have been proposed over the last
decade,35,37,38 metallic Li remains the standard pseudo RE for Li-ion
batteries and can maintain a stable potential for several days if properly cleaned.20 Given the issues of Na and Ca pseudo REs in terms
of potential reliability and stability, we embarked on a comparative
study where the stabilities of Li, Na, Ca, and Mg metal electrodes were
evaluated by assembling symmetric cells, in two-electrode configuration, and monitoring the open circuit potential (OCP) as a function of
time (Fig. 9). As expected, good stability is observed for the Li cell,
whereas the OCP of the Na cell fluctuates during the first 10 h and
then slowly and gradually stabilizes close to 0 V. The initial fluctuations are most probably due to gas evolution during the early stages of
SEI formation,23 while the slow OCP stabilization can be attributed
to the instability of the SEI developed on Na metal electrodes.22 The

two divalent metal cells also displayed significant OCP oscillations,
with amplitudes of ca. 40 mV, indicating that neither Ca nor Mg
metal electrodes present a satisfactory stability to be used as pseudo
REs.
As discussed in Reliability of Li, Na and Ca counter electrodes
section, a significant potential shift was observed during Ca plating
and stripping, ascribed to the Ca pseudo RE (Fig. 8). In order to better
understand this phenomenon, the extent of the shift was evaluated at
different temperatures: 25, 50, and 100◦ C, by assembling two electrode cells using Ca metal as the WE and Li metal as the CE and RE.
A strong temperature dependence of the cell OCP: ca. 1.32, 1.28, and
1.04 V vs. Li+ /Li at 25, 50, and 100◦ C, respectively, points again at a
poor potential stability (Fig. 11).
The potential shifts of the Li, Na, Mg and Ca pseudo REs were also
evaluated by introducing an internal reference redox couple: ferrocenium ion/ferrocene, Fc+ /Fc, the most reliable technique for potential
evaluation by CV.39 The potential shifts were calculated as the difference between the observed potential of the Fc+ /Fc redox couple
and its standard potential. The calculated pseudo RE potentials are reported vs. SHE for the sake of clarity (Table III). For Li and Na pseudo
REs the shifts are rather small, ca. 80 and 40 mV, respectively, while
for Mg and Ca they are significantly larger and strongly temperature
dependent. For instance, at 25◦ C the calculated potential shift of the
Mg and Ca pseudo REs were as large as ca. 1 and 1.4 V, respectively,
corresponding to real standard potentials for Mg and Ca pseudo REs
of ca. −1.3 and −1.45 V vs. SHE, respectively, to be compared to
the expected −2.37 and −2.87 V vs. SHE from tabulated values.40 At
100◦ C the shifts are smaller and the experimental standard potentials
observed for Mg and Ca pseudo REs are −1.80 and −1.81 V vs.
SHE, respectively. The calculated potential shifts from the OCPs obtained for the Ca//Li cells and from the CVs using the Fc+ /Fc internal

Table III. Potential shifts, determined by CV using an internal
reference redox couple (Fc+ /Fc) at 25, 50 or 100◦ C, for 0.1 M
of LiClO4 , NaClO4 , Mg(ClO4 )2 and Ca(ClO4 )2 in EC0.5 :PC0.5
electrolytes.

Figure 9. Open circuit potentials of Li, Na, Ca and Mg symmetric cells.

Pseudo-RE

Etheory
(Fc+ /Fc) (V)

Eexperiment
(Fc+ /Fc) (V)

Shift
(V)

Pseudo-RE potential
(V vs SHE)

Li+ /Li
Na+ /Na
Mg2+ /Mg

3.44
3.11
2.77

3.36
3.07

Ca2+ /Ca

3.27

0.08
0.04
1.07
0.76
0.57
1.42
1.10
1.06

−2.94
−2.67
−1.30
−1.61
−1.8
−1.45
−1.77
−1.81

1.7 (Room T)
◦
2.01 (50 C)
◦ C)
(100
2.20
1.85 (Room T)
◦
2.17 (50 C)
◦
2.21 (100 C)
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Figure 10. Impedance measurements (PEIS) in two-electrode configurations with 0.1 M LiTFSI, NaTFSI, Mg(TFSI)2 and Ca(TFSI)2 in EC0.5 :PC0.5 electrolytes.
For the divalent cation based electrolytes a temperature study was performed at 25 (black squares), 50 (blue triangles), and 100◦ C (orange circles).

standard agree within 200–300 mV (Fig. 12). This remaining discrepancy is most probably associated with the potential deviation of the
Fc+ /Fc redox couple, depending on differences in the temperature and
the solvent used.41
Although potential shifts for Ca and Mg pseudo REs have already
been reported by a few groups,10,11,42 with amplitudes depending on
the experimental conditions, the fundamental reasons behind the phenomenon remain unclear. Here we make an attempt to evaluate four
phenomena/mechanisms which possibly could contribute. First, the
Nernst equation for concentrated/non-ideal electrolytes (Eq. 1) gives
that an extremely low activity, and hence activity coefficient (γM 2+ ),
for M2+ would account for strong ion-ion and ion-solvent interactions
which could contribute to the potential shift.43 However, even an activity coefficient as low as 10−6 would result in a shift less than 200
mV and consequently cannot alone explain the shifts observed.
RT
ln(γ M 2+ [M 2+ ])
[1]
nF
Second, the presence of another redox couple with a higher standard redox potential than the M2+ /M (with M = Mg or Ca) could also
influence the potential observed. However, we were unable to identify
any redox couple that could display a standard potential between −2
and −1.3 V vs. SHE under our experimental conditions. The only
redox couple involving Ca or Mg plausible would be M2+ /M+ , but
this has, to the best of our knowledge, never been observed.
Third, a junction potential in the electrode vicinity, originating
from poor mass transport properties of the electrolyte could lead to
potential shifts. Indeed, the much higher anion transference numbers,
as compared to the divalent cation, can lead to the establishment
of concentration gradient during cell operation and formation of a
liquid junction in the vicinity of the electrode. This phenomenon, well
E = Eo +

known from the use of salt bridges in electrochemical cells, results in
the establishment of a boundary potential difference and an electric
field in the opposite direction to the migration/diffusion of the more
mobile ion.44 The resulting junction potential (EJ ) could be considered
as an additive perturbation onto the nernstian response (ENernst ) (Eq.
2) and cause a potential shift. In aqueous media junction potentials
can extend up to a few tenths of mV, but can be expected to be larger
in organic electrolytes containing divalent cation, due to the sluggish
mass transport and lower cation transference number (Eq. 3).
E = E N er nst + E J
E J = (t+ − t− )

 
RT
a1
ln
nF
a2

[2]

[3]

Fourth and finally, a RE with high impedance could result in a
potential shift. However, in order to generate a 1 V shift for a typical
input current of 50 pA at the RE, an impedance of ca. 2 × 109
Ohm would be necessary. Indeed, the Mg and Ca electrodes have
very large impedances (Fig. 10), which could contribute to shifts
of up to a few hundred mV, but yet they are at least one order of
magnitude too small in order to alone explain the observed shifts.
As a comparison, the impedance of Na metal electrodes has been
reported to significantly increase upon time22 and this could, at least
partly, explain the continuous potential shift of the Na pseudo RE
upon cycling (Fig. 6b).
Summarizing, among the four possible contributors to the potential
shifts for the Ca and Mg pseudo REs, i.e. i) the activity coefficient
in the Nernst equation, ii) another redox couple than M2+ /M, iii) a
junction potential, and iv) high electrode impedance, none can singlehandedly account for the shifts observed (>500 mV). However, we
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the potential of the latter. None of the three: Na, Ca, and Mg metal
pseudo REs can be considered sufficiently reliable, and consequently
there is an urgent need for development of appropriate electrochemical set-ups. Although the introduction of an internal reference redox
couple (Fc+ /Fc) is a most reliable technique, it cannot be performed
operando. Other well-known pseudo REs such as Li or Ag/AgCl are
possible, provided that their stability and the absence of electrolyte
contamination are ensured. Indeed, a Li pseudo RE can also help in
getting a rough estimate of the real potential of Ca and Mg pseudo
REs under various experimental conditions. The best candidates for
REs for long term cycling experiments in Na, Ca, and Mg based
cells would be alloys or insertion materials presenting wide potential
plateaus, two-phase systems, similar to those reported for Li cells,34,36
but are not yet available at this early stage of research. Moreover,
these REs should have moderate working voltages in order to avoid
any passivation layer formation and hence potential instability.

Conclusions
Figure 11. Open circuit potential of a two electrode Swagelok cell with Ca
WE and Li CE and RE using 0.1 M Ca(TFSI)2 in EC0.5 :PC0.5 electrolyte.

tentatively suggest that the experimental potential shifts are the results
of a combination of these four, with the electrode impedance playing
a major role.
Monovalent vs. divalent ion transport.—With respect to the Ca
and Mg based systems this work highlights that, aside from the expected issues associated with the limited solid-state diffusion rates of
divalent cations within the cathode materials,7 the overall cell kinetics can also be limited by the cation transport properties within the
electrolyte and also the cation desolvation at the electrolyte/electrode
interface. The latter two are strongly related to the cation - anion and
cation - solvent interactions, both significantly enhanced when going
from monovalent to divalent cations. At a metal anode electrodeposition is commonly assumed to occur via the so-called “nucleation
and growth” mechanism in a succession of steps: diffusion/migration
of the complexed cation to the electrode (mass transport), adsorption with at least partial desolvation, charge transfer, surface diffusion
of an adatom, and crystal growth. Each step is associated with an
activation energy barrier and for Ca and Mg plating/stripping, the
electrodeposition kinetics are expected to be hampered due to more
energy consuming mass transport and desolvation than for monovalent
cations, as outlined in recent computational studies.45–47 For sake of
comparison, in a Li system the desolvation was identified as the limiting step for the cation transport across the graphite anode/electrolyte
interface.48 From this, we foresee that the electrolyte formulation will
play a major role in the development of divalent cation based batteries
able to operate at low temperature and/or high power and should target
the cation mobility and desolvation.
Towards reliable electrochemical set-ups.—In light of the findings above, reliability of electrochemical tests using Na, Ca, and Mg
half-cells can only be assessed and ensured if three-electrode cell configurations are used to avoid any misleading interpretation of results.
For Na cells this would also allow us to discriminate the contributions to the capacity fade of the WE and the CE, by monitoring

A comparative study on Li, Na, Ca, and Mg based electrolytes
shows that results of ionic conductivity and viscosity measurements
can be correlated to Raman spectra probing solvation shell and allow to assess that divalent cation (Mg or Ca) containing electrolytes
suffer from significantly stronger cation-solvent and ion-ion interactions (ion pair formation) than monovalent cation, Li or Na, based
electrolytes. This points at the mass transport within the electrolyte
as a major issue to be carefully addressed for Ca and Mg based batteries. The electrolyte mass transport limitations and the desolvation
kinetics at the electrode/electrolyte interface seem to be the two major
contributors affecting the impedance of the Ca and Mg metal anodes.
Possible strategies to improve cation mobility within Mg2+ and Ca2+
based electrolytes can include the use of anion encapsulating and
cation complexing agents and careful selection of the solvent being
used in order to tune the cation mobility and will be the topic of a
forthcoming publication. In addition, it was demonstrated that Ca and
Mg electrodes, when used as pseudo REs, are not reliable and present
significant potential shifts as well as an unstable behavior, which can
severely mislead the interpretation of electrochemical results. This
issue appears to be mainly related to the high impedance of the electrodes and therefore experimental set-ups should be preferably based
on three-electrode cell configurations. In addition to that, evaluations
of the extent of the pseudo RE potential shift can and should be made
using internal reference redox couple (Fc+ /Fc) or other well-known
pseudo REs such as Li or Ag/AgCl.
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